Oscillations in local field potentials (LFPs) commonly occur and analyses of them fuel brain function hypotheses. An understanding of the cellular correlates and pathways affecting LFPs is needed but many overlapping pathways in vivo makes this difficult to achieve. A prevalent LFP rhythm in the hippocampus is 'theta' (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Theta rhythms emerge intrinsically in an in vitro whole hippocampus preparation and thus can be produced by local interactions between interneurons and pyramidal (PYR) cells. Overlapping pathways are much reduced in this preparation making it possible to decipher the contribution of different cell types to LFP generation. We focus on oriens-lacunosum/moleculare (OLM) cells as a major class of interneurons in the hippocampus. They can influence PYR cells through two distinct pathways, (i) by direct inhibition of PYR cell distal dendrites, and (ii) by indirect disinhibition of PYR cell proximal dendrites by inhibiting bistratified cells (BiCs) that target them. We use previous inhibitory network models and build biophysical LFP models using volume conductor theory. We assess the effect of OLM cells to ongoing intrinsic LFP theta rhythms by directly comparing our model LFP features with experiment. We find that robust LFP theta responses adhering to reproducible experimental criteria occur only for particular connectivities between OLM cells and BiCs. Decomposition of the LFP reveals that OLM cell inputs onto the PYR cell regulate robustness of LFP responses without affecting average power and that the robust response depends on co-activation of distal inhibition and basal excitation. We use our models to estimate the spatial extent of the region generating LFP theta rhythms, leading us to predict that about 22,000 PYR cells participate in generating the LFP theta rhythm. Besides allowing us to understand OLM cells' contributions to intrinsic theta rhythms, our work can drive hypothesis developments of cellular contributions in vivo.
Introduction 18
Oscillatory brain activities, as can be observed in EEGs and local field 19 potentials (LFPs), are a ubiquitous feature of brain recordings [1] . These 20 activities are brought about by interacting excitatory and inhibitory networks, 21 and accumulating evidence indicates that rhythms can form part of the neural 22 code by phasically organizing information in brain circuits [2] . The local field 23 potential (LFP) is the low-frequency part (<500 Hz) of the extracellularly 24 recorded potential and is a widely recorded signal in experimental configurations. 25 The LFP originates from transmembrane currents passing through cellular 26 membranes in the vicinity of a recording electrode tip [3] and its biophysical 27 origin is understood in the framework of volume conductor theory [4] . Many 28 sources contribute to the LFP [5] and they depend on the frequency range of the 29 extracellular signal [6] . Slower oscillations (< 50 Hz) are generated by synaptic 30 currents as opposed to higher frequency oscillations (> 90 Hz) which are 31 influenced by phase-modulated spiking activity [6] . The ease of LFP recordings 32 explains why they are a common measure of neural activity. However, pyramidal (PYR) cells is restricted to the basal dendrites due to CA1 PYR cell 133 collaterals [15] . Top: A schematic of the network model used by [19] is shown in the middle. The network model contains single compartment representations for OLM cells, BiCs, and BC/AACs. Inhibitory synapses are represented by filled black circles. Each inhibitory cell receives excitatory post synaptic currents (EPSCs) that is taken from experimental intracellular recordings as shown on the far left (adapted from [19] ). Each inhibitory cell synapses onto a PYR cell model as schematized. There are 350 OLM cells, 120 BiCs and 380 BC/AACs. Basal excitatory input is also included. An illustration of the polarity changes (source/sink) seen in the different labeled layers from LFP experimental recordings is shown on the right, and the detailed PYR cell morphology that is used along with the 15 equidistant electrode locations in the different layers is shown as red numbers on the far right.
Bottom: IPSCs from the different cell types (colored as indicated) are shown on the left to show their different kinetics. Parameter values are given in Table 1 , and the same coloring is used on the detailed PYR cell morphology to indicate the synaptic location regions for the different cell types. An example simulation of a computed LFP from the SR layer (using parameter values of g sb =6.00 nS and g bs =1.25 nS) is shown below, and the computed current source density (CSD) is shown on the right (averaged over time). On the very bottom is an example of an LFP recording from the SR layer (adapted from [19] ).
Previous network model framework as a basis 135
To try to understand how the complex interactions between different inhibitory 136 cell types contribute to theta LFP rhythms, we had previously developed a 137 computational network framework representing CA1 microcircuitry [19] . Driven 138 by the ambiguous role of OLM cells in theta rhythms and the newly discovered 139 connections between OLM cells and BiCs [17] , we had developed network 140 models to explore how OLM-BiC interactions influence the characteristics of 141 theta rhythms. We took advantage of our previously developed PV fast-firing 142 cell models [20] , and developed OLM cell models [19] based on recordings from 143 the whole hippocampus preparation. Because of distal contacts of OLM cells 144 with PYR cells, we had used a multi-compartment PYR cell model to be able to 145 incorporate this aspect in exploring the various interactions. The network model 146 framework is shown in Fig 1 (top left) and a summary of the network model is 147 provided in the Methods. We note that the network model was designed to rhythm and are of theta frequency (see Fig 1, top far left). Spiking output from 155 the inhibitory cell populations lead to inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) 156 on the PYR cell. They are distributed on the PYR cell according to where the 157 particular cell population targets. Thus, BC/AACs to somatic regions, BiCs to 158 middle apical and basal regions and OLM cells to distal apical regions. IPSCs 159 generated by the different cell types are shown in Fig 1 (bottom, left) (see 160 Methods for details). In our previous work we used the spatial integration of the 161 inhibitory postsynaptic potentials at the soma of a passive PYR cell model as a 162 simplistic LFP representation [19] . This representation is in fact indicative of 163 the intracellular somatic potential rather than the extracellular one, but it does 164 allow the distal OLM cell inputs relative to more proximal PV cell inputs to be 165 taken into consideration. 166 Using this computational model framework, we performed multiple 167 simulations and showed that there are parameter balances that result in high or 168 low theta power, and where OLM cells do or do not affect the theta power [19] . 169 That is, OLM cells could play a small or large role in the resulting theta power 170 depending on whether compensatory effects with BiCs occurred as a result of 171 the size and amount of synaptic interactions between these cell types. Thus, 172 interactions between OLM cells and BiCs in the CA1 microcircuitry seem to be 173 an important aspect for the presence of intrinsic LFP theta rhythms. However, 174 since we used an ad-hoc LFP representation, we could not do any direct 175 comparisons with the experimentally recorded LFPs to decipher their output. 176 Our ability to parse out the contribution of the different cell types or identify 177 particular interactions was limited. Thus, while we were able to show that 178 interactions between OLM cells and BiCs could play an essential role in the 179 resulting theta power, we could not predict any particular parameter balances 180 for this or extract possible explanations. 181 In the work here, we build on this model framework and develop biophysical 182 LFP models. We use the inhibitory spiking output generated in [19] as a basis 183 for generating biophysical LFPs, and we use the same PYR cell model. However, 184 we now use the framework of volume conductor theory (see Methods) and 185 generate actual extracellular potential output as a result of the overall activity 186 of the inhibitory cell firings across the various layers of CA1 hippocampus. In 187 addition we include excitatory input onto the basal dendrites to represent From our previous modeling study [19] we have several sets of inhibitory spiking 192 output due to particular connection probabilities and particular synaptic 193 conductances between OLM cells and BiCs. The connection probability from 194 OLM cells to BiCs (c sb ) varies from 0.01 to 0.33 with a step size of 0.02 195 producing 16 sets of connection probabilities; synaptic conductance values range 196 from 0-6 nS for OLM cells to BiCs (g sb ) and for BiCs to OLM cells (g bs ) with a 197 step size of 0.25 nS. Thus, for a given connection probability, there are 625 sets 198 of spiking outputs from inhibitory cells, where each set represents a 850-cell inhibitory network with particular synaptic conductances. We consider a set to 200 be a connectivity map representing the inhibitory cell populations.
201
For each connectivity map, a biophysical, extracellular LFP is generated. A 202 virtual electrode probe is placed along the vertical axis of the PYR cell model to 203 record its LFP output in a layer dependent manner. This PYR cell model is the 204 "processor" of the LFP signal as it integrates postsynaptic inputs from different 205 presynaptic populations. We compute LFPs at 15 equidistant sites along a 206 linear axis -see Fig 1 (top far right) . The PYR cell output corresponds to 207 readouts of the postsynaptic activity elicited by the afferent interneuron, 208 inhibitory cell populations that target the PYR cell in appropriate regions, 209 referred to as the LFP "generator". We note that although there is a single 210 connectivity map representing the randomly connected inhibitory cell 211 population, we perform several trials when randomly targeting the PYR cell to 212 ensure the robustness of our results (see Methods for further details). To achieve 213 effective electroneutrality, the extracellular sink needs to be balanced by an 214 extracellular source, that is, an opposing ionic flux from the intracellular to the 215 extracellular space, along the neuron; this flux is termed the 'return current'. 216 We develop some initial intuition regarding the generation of our biophysical 217 LFPs by computing them without including basal excitation. That way, all of 1-second raster plots of spiking outputs (from the previously computed 5-second 222 inhibitory network simulations in [19] ) produced for particular parameter sets. 223 These spikes give rise to IPSCs on the PYR cell model and the computed 224 extracellular LFP at the somatic layer is shown next to the schematic. As shown, 225 these particular parameter sets produce an LFP with positive deflections or with 226 negative deflections. Let us next focus on the left of Fig 2B. One example of a 227 1-second raster plot is shown, and for this parameter set, the LFP has only a few 228 positive deflections. Assuming that one population burst in the raster plot leads 229 to a single peak in the LFP, there would be 29 peaks in the LFP for a 5-second 230 simulation (i.e., about 5.8 Hz frequency). Note that the raster plots for this As a first approximation, given the network model framework and previous 239 work we can say the following about the LFPs: Those governed mainly by 240 synaptic inputs and not return currents are characterized by narrow waveform 241 shapes as the synaptic inputs from any particular interneuron population enters 242 the PYR cell in a synchronized fashion. This is due to the inhibitory cells in a 243 given population being driven by rhythmic EPSCs that give rise to coherently 244 firing inhibitory cells in a given population (see example raster plots). We note 245 A. Top: Schematic includes 2 raster plot example outputs for the given inhibitory cell population, and the resulting LFPs at the somatic layer, with positive and negative deflections for these 2 examples. Parameter values are g sb =1.5, g bs =5.5 nS for positive and g sb =0.5, g bs =0.75 nS for negative deflections. The color plot on the right shows the polarity at the somatic layer, SP, electrode 4. Negative polarity:dark-colored, positive polarity:light-colored.
Bottom: LFP output for all layers are shown for 3 examples where the polarity is negative, positive and negative at electrode 3 (left to right). Parameter values are (left to right): g sb =0.5, g bs =0.75; g sb =1.5, g bs =5.5; g sb =5.75, g bs =0.75 nS. Inset shows a blow up of LFP output at electrode 13 (SLM) to show positive deflections. Also shown is the intracellular somatic potential of the PYR cell.
B. Schematic includes 1 raster plot example, and the resulting LFP output at SP has 5 peaks. A maximum of 29 peaks is possible (see text). Parameter values are g sb =2, g bs =0.75 nS. The color plot shows the number of peaks that appear in the 5-second LFP computation at SP, electrode 4. On the right is an example of LFP output for all layers as well as the intracellular somatic output which also shows a loss of peaks. Parameter values are g sb =2.25, g bs =5.0 nS.
C. Interneuron activity for each interneuron population, normalized such that the number of spikes for a given pair of synaptic conductances is divided by the maximal number considering all pairs of synaptic conductances. Maximal number (5-second trace): 16,327 (BC/AACs), 6,808 (OLM cells), 4,589 (BiCs).
that the EPSCs that were used in the simulations are not perfectly synchronized 246 since the measured experimental variability was included in designing the EPSC 247 inputs to use in the inhibitory network simulations (see Methods). On the other 248 hand, return currents constitute a summation of less synchronized exiting 249 currents that originally entered the cell at different locations. Therefore, LFP 250 deflections governed by return currents are generally wider occurring also with 251 certain latencies. Further, we would expect that the LFP recorded from different 252 layers would first and foremost be influenced by the interneurons that project to 253 that region. We also note that the width of the LFP deflection would not only 254 be influenced by the nature of the current (synaptic inputs or return currents) 255 but also by the synaptic time constants defining the shape of the IPSCs. IPSCs 256 for the different cell populations are shown in the middle of Fig 1 where modulate the distribution of sinks and sources in the resulting LFP.
268
The two examples of LFP output at the somatic layer in Fig 
285
Let us consider the colored plot of Fig 2A. We find that we can 286 approximately distinguish four regions as the g sb conductance is increased. For 287 small g sb values (0-1 nS) the amount of inhibition that the BiCs receive from the 288 OLM cells is minimized allowing the BiCs to be at the peak of their activity (see 289 Fig 2C) . Consequently, the inhibition that the OLM cells and BC/AACs receive 290 from the BiCs is maximized causing their activities to be minimized (see Fig   291   2C ). As a result, the extracellular potential in the somatic region is governed by 292 return currents leading to negative polarity LFPs in the somatic layer (i.e.,
293
mainly dark-colored in Fig 2A plot) , primarily due to the BiC synaptic inputs 294 on the 'middle' region (SR layer) and 'basal' region (SO layer) of the PYR cell. 295 As we increase g sb (1-2.25 nS), we encounter mainly positive polarity LFPs (ie., 296 light-colored). In this region the inhibition onto the BiCs is increased and thus 297 their activity is decreased, as can be seen in Fig 2C, causing a decrease in the 298 amount of the inhibitory current onto the PYR cell from BiCs. As a result, the 299 magnitude of the return currents caused by the BiC synaptic inputs is decreased 300 at the somatic layer. Simultaneously their ability to inhibit the BC/AACs is 301 also decreased so that the BC/AACs become more active and their direct 302 inhibition onto the PYR cell also increases. Since both BiCs and OLM cells 303 activity is low in this region while BC/AAC activity is increased, the somatic 304 LFP is governed by BC/AAC inputs rendering the extracellular LFP positive. 305 As we further increase g sb (2.25-5 nS) the silencing of the BiCs increases even 306 further and their ability to silence the BC/AACs is further reduced.
307
Simultaneously OLM cell activity increases. Thus the somatic LFP is influenced 308 by direct synaptic inputs from BC/AACs and also return currents from OLM 309 cells (sparse dark-coloring in this region). Interestingly, the majority of the "loss 310 of peaks" in somatic LFP output occurs in this region (see blue-green regions in 311 the color plot in Fig 2B) since the superposition of synaptic inputs and return 312 currents occurs most often in this region. That is, cancellations occur even 313 PLOS 9/32 leading to abolishment of the entire rhythm. Finally, for g sb from 5.25-6 nS, the 314 BiCs are maximally inhibited and BC/AACs are at the peak of their activity.
315
While we might expect domination from the BC/AAC synaptic inputs for these 316 values, it turns out that return currents (negative polarity) dominate. This can 317 be explained by the increased activity of OLM cells which are also at the peak 318 of their activity producing strong return currents in the somatic region. In 
338
We would like to use our computational LFPs to determine how the different 339 inhibitory cell types contribute to theta LFPs as recorded experimentally in the 340 in vitro whole hippocampus preparation. As described above, our overall 341 network model (Fig 1) is intended to capture an intrinsic theta rhythm in the 342 CA1 region of the in vitro preparation. CA3 input is not required but local 343 excitatory input which occurs on basal dendrites [24] does need to be included. 344 To include this, we take advantage of previous modeling studies [19, 25] as 345 detailed in the Methods. Including excitatory input would clearly affect 346 resulting biophysical LFP outputs. We expect that the LFP amplitude in SO 347 might decrease even further in the presence of basal excitation as excitatory and 348 inhibitory BiC inputs could cause mutual cancellations in this region. As return 349 currents mostly exit close to the somatic region where the surface area is larger, 350 the effect of basal excitation is expected to be stronger in SO and SP since most 351 of the current would be expected to have exited before reaching SR and SLM. In 352 general, we expect there to be a range of possible LFP characteristics based on 353 the above LFP computations done in the absence of basal excitation. We expect 354 that the addition of excitatory input will influence the LFP in non-intuitive and 355 nonlinear ways and the intuition developed above will be helpful in deciphering 356 the contribution of the different cell populations to the LFP. Although we would like to understand how different cell populations contribute 360 to intrinsic theta LFP rhythms in general, we focus on OLM cells in this work. 361 Our model network framework was developed based on knowing that 362 connections exist between BiCs and OLM cells [17] . Given this, there are two 363 pathways to consider for how OLM cells could influence ongoing intrinsic theta 364 LFP rhythms. They can influence LFP output indirectly through disinhibition 365 of proximal/middle dendrites of the PYR cell (OLM-BiC-PYR pathway), and 366 this influence would act on top of the direct inhibition that OLM cells exert on 367 distal, apical dendrites (OLM-PYR pathway). As shown above, many different 368 LFP features can be exhibited in the absence of basal excitation (see Fig 2) . It 369 is interesting to note that our biophysical LFP output does not necessarily 370 exhibit theta frequencies, despite being driven by theta frequency EPSC inputs 371 (see Fig 2B) . This underscores the importance of modeling biophysical LFPs as 372 the interaction of synaptic and return currents on the extracellular signal can 373 strongly affect the resulting LFP frequency. 374 We now proceed to include basal excitation and perform a full set of 375 computations for all connection probabilities (c sb ) and synaptic conductances 376 (g sb , g bs ). With these computed biophysical LFPs in hand, we do direct 377 comparisons with experimental LFPs from the whole hippocampus preparation 378 in vitro. Specifically, we classify each set of network parameters as selected or 379 rejected based on whether our computed LFPs are able to reproduce two robust 380 characteristics exhibited experimentally. These are: (i) the laminar polarity 381 profile exhibits a single dipole with sinks in the basal dendrites and sources in 382 the apical dendrites, and (ii) the frequency of the LFP traces across all layers is 383 in the theta frequency range. These characteristics are shown in Fig 1. We note 384 that our model setup in which experimentally-derived theta frequency EPSCs 385 are input to the inhibitory cells means that the LFP rhythm should have a theta 386 frequency. However, as we have shown above, the resulting biophysical LFP 387 frequency can be much less due to synaptic and return current interactions and 388 cancellations (see Fig 2B) . Specifically, the frequency of the EPSCs used from 389 experiment is about 5.8 Hz. Thus, in enforcing the theta frequency on our LFP 390 computations, it is only necessary to impose a lower bound. We use 3 Hz to be 391 similar to experiment [15] . In outputs for three different parameter sets that were 394 rejected -incorrect polarities and frequencies are apparent. Note that ordinate 395 resolutions are adjusted across the layers so that the frequency and polarity of 396 computed LFPs can be readily seen in each layer in doing the comparison. Computed LFPs are shown across multiple layers. Top: Selected parameter set: g sb =6, g bs =1.25 nS. Bottom: Rejected parameter sets (left to right): g sb =0.5, g bs =0.75 nS; g sb =0.5, g bs =3.5 nS; g sb =2.5, g bs =1 nS. c sb =0.21 for all.
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Classifying each parameter set, we summarize our results in Fig 4 where 398 selected parameter sets are shown in purple and rejected ones in yellow. We 399 observe the following: For low c sb , the plots have a checkered appearance since 400 small changes in g sb and g bs cause the system to alternate between being 401 selected or rejected. As c sb increases, there is a clearer separation in (g sb , g bs ) 402 parameter space of selection or rejection. This is observed from c sb =0.19 to 403 c sb =0. 25 . In this range, we consider the system to be robust as it is not very 404 sensitive to synaptic conductance perturbations. However, for c sb =0.19, 0.23 405 and 0.25, the selected parameter sets are quite narrow. As c sb is further 406 increased, the checkered patterning returns. Note that the selected sets are 407 mainly affected in one direction as c sb changes. That is, across g sb rather than 408 g bs values. Further, we note that doing this classification, it is more the polarity 409 rather than the frequency of the LFP signal that delineates selected and rejected 410 parameter sets. This is shown in S1 Fig where we do not apply any frequency 411 bound or use different lower frequency bounds. While there is some change in 412 selected and rejected parameter sets, they are minimal. Since there is natural variability in biological systems, we assume that 414 sensitivity to small perturbations in parameter values is anathema to having 415 robust LFP theta rhythms. Noting that the synaptic conductance resolution in 416 our simulations is 0.25 nS, and that a minimal synaptic weight can be estimated 417 as larger than this (see Methods), we consider that (g sb , g bs ) parameter sets that 418 do not yield at least two complete, consecutive rows or columns of purple 419 (selected) are inappropriate for biological systems. That is, variability that is 420 less than a minimal synaptic weight would not make sense. Looking at this in 421 Fig 4, we first note that there is never at least two complete purple rows for any 422 c sb , but there are cases of two or more complete purple columns, namely, 423 c sb =0.03 and 0.21. A complete purple column for g sb =0 is invalid since OLM to 424 BiC connections exist [17] . Thus, c sb =0.03 can be eliminated leaving c sb =0.21 as 425 appropriate. For this connection probability, the transition from selected to 426 rejected networks and vice versa strongly depends on g sb rather than on g bs 427 values, revealing a more important role for the former. In summary, by directly 428 comparing characteristics of our computed biophysical LFPs with those from 429 experiment, we predict a connectivity of c sb =0.21, g sb values of 3.5 to 6 nS, and 430 the full set of g bs values (g sb 6 = 0, g bs 6 = 0). We will refer to this set of parameter 431 values as the predicted regime. In Fig 5 we show example LFP responses across 432 several layers for a set of parameter values from this predicted regime. OLM cells ensure a robust theta LFP signal, but minimally 434 affect LFP power, and only through disinhibition 435 We continue our analysis but now we focus only on the predicted regime. We 436 decompose the signal to be able to examine the contribution of the interneuron 437 subtypes to the power of the LFP. We separate our interneuron subtypes into 438 two groups -PV subtypes which are BC/AACs and BiCs, and OLM cells. These 439 two groups are represented by distinct mathematical models of fast-firing (PV) 440 and somatostatin-positive (SOM) inhibitory cells based on whole cell recordings 441 from the whole hippocampus preparation [19] . We perform spectral analyses of 442 our computed LFPs and use the peak amplitude (which is always within the 443 theta range) as a measure of the power of the theta network activity. The peak 444 power is computed for each of the 15 electrodes (i.e., all layers), and we plot the 445 maximum value from all of the layers in the color plots of To examine the role of presynaptic origin populations on the LFP we 456 decompose the signal by selectively removing OLM to PYR cell connections or 457 PV to PYR cell connections and then computing and plotting the peak power as 458 described above. Selective removal of synapses from PV cells to the PYR cell 459 yields an LFP response whose presynaptic origin population is due to the OLM 460 cell population. The resulting LFP power is low and depends weakly on g bs (Fig 461  6B ). This shows that OLM cells minimally contribute to the signal power as a 462 presynaptic origin population. Viewing this from a broader perspective, these present, there is an increase in the average power and the variability is large. It 480 seems clear that OLM cells do not contribute much to the average LFP power 481 but removing their inputs prominently affects the robustness of the LFP signal. 482 Therefore, we propose that OLM cells have the capacity to regulate robustness 483 of LFP responses without affecting the average power.
484
In a recent study, Amilhon and colleagues [21] showed that SOM cells Fig 2C) and LFP responses across the layers become dominated by peaks 534 due to basal excitation rather than synaptic and return currents due to OLM 535 cells. Overall, cancellations and rhythm loss occurs due to interactions between 536 OLM cells' synaptic and return currents and excitatory inputs. As summarized 537 in the peak power plots of Fig interacting components producing the LFP. We relied on our developed intuition 546 when basal excitation was not included (Fig 2) and our LFP decompositions to 547 help reveal the different roles that OLM cells and PV cells play in LFP theta 548 rhythms. Thus, in finding that the LFP power is a robust feature in the 549 predicted regime of synaptic conductance and connection probabilities, we are 550 able to understand that it is critically the OLM cell population that brings excitatory inputs in the case where all cells where present (Fig 8, top) leads to a 556 loss of robustness. The mean and std in the predicted regime without basal 557 excitation is 6.2 ⇥ 10 9 and 8.0 ⇥ 10 9 respectively. While the mean is 558 comparable to when basal excitation is present, the standard deviation is much 559 larger (see values with basal excitation above). Co-activation of inhibition and 560 excitation is clearly important for this robust feature to emerge. , and OLM cell activities (see Fig 2C) , we can understand that the 563 contribution of OLM cells is more dependent on g bs than g sb with the basal 564 excitation affecting the peak power robustness more for larger g bs values. This is 565 apparent in the color variation of the plots of the OLM cell LFP component in 566 Fig 8 (middle) . It is larger with basal excitation (left) than without basal 567 excitation (right) for larger g bs values. Also, peak power magnitudes are larger 568 with basal excitation. This is reflected in the mean and standard deviation 569 without basal excitation (5.2 ⇥ 10 10 , 2.2 ⇥ 10 10 ) that is smaller than with 570 basal excitation (see values with basal excitation above). With only the PV cell 571 LFP component, the LFP theta rhythm is disrupted as the interactions between 572 basal excitation and PV inhibitory inputs are missing the OLM cell inputs.
573
Specifically, the mean and std without basal excitation is (8.0 ⇥ 10 9 , 574 1.1 ⇥ 10 8 ) which is smaller than with basal excitation (see values with basal 575 excitation above). In essence, the inclusion of basal excitation can be considered 576 as 'adding' to the magnitude and variance of the LFP power when OLM cells or 577 PV cells are examined separately. In combination, a synergistic effect between 578 inhibition and excitation occurs to generate a robust regime -a mean power 579 with minimal variance. From Fig 2C, it can be seen that the PV cells 580 (BC/AACs and BiCs) have activities that are more dependent on g sb than on 581 g bs , and that BC/AACs are relatively more active than BiCs in the predicted 582 regime. Thus, at larger g bs values when OLM cells are less active, BC/AACs 583 would contribute more to keeping a synergistic balance with the basal excitation. 584 The LFP is generated on the basis of transmembrane currents. This means 585 that the LFP is a weighted sum of inward and outward currents. How the LFP 586 changes as a function of location is not trivial. When the LFP is governed by 587 synaptic inputs the LFP peaks are narrower since the synaptic inputs are 588 synchronized because of the coherent inhibitory spike rasters. On the other 589 hand LFP signals governed by return currents would produce LFP peaks that 590 are less narrow as the signal slows down as it travels down the dendrites 591 producing a time lag. This all thus translates to synaptic input location 592 dependencies. Thus, while we can visualize and appreciate the synergistic 593 balances between excitation and inhibition from different cell populations, we 594 note that these combinations are not easily seen as summated balances.
595
Decompositions and intuitions from many simulations are required.
596
LFP power across layers 597
As illustrated in Fig 6A, the color peak power plots are the power in the layer 598 (particular electrode) where the power is maximal. To fully express this, we plot 599 the maximum LFP power across the dendritic tree for all parameter sets in the 600 predicted regime. This is shown in Fig 9 (left) with insets showing the same for 601 the OLM cell (top) and PV cell (bottom) LFP components. From this, we see 602 that the maximum LFP power is recorded at electrode 4, and that with only the 603 OLM cell component, the power is distributed more widely and with only the 604 PV cell component, more narrowly focused around the soma. This thus shows 605 that the two populations differentially influence the location of LFP maxima.
606
That the LFP power shows no discernible variability when all the cell 607 populations are present, and that there is clear variability when not all of the 608 cell populations are present is obvious in this Fig 9 (left) . We did several 609 additional sets of simulations to explore whether changes in the synaptic weights 610 would affect whether the robust power feature in the predicted regime would 611 still be present. In all the simulations presented so far, we used synaptic weights 612 that did not bias the effect of one cell population type over the other based on 613 their synaptic input location. So, for example, OLM cell inputs that are the 614 furthest away from the soma had the largest synaptic weight. In doing this, we 615 are following what was done previously in [19] who used 'unbiased' synaptic 616 weights as well as using the same synaptic weight for all of the cell types. In 617 using the same synaptic weight for all the cell types, we find that the robust 618 power feature in the predicted regime remains (not shown).
619
As described and shown above, it is already clear that OLM cells via a direct 620 OLM-PYR pathway minimally contribute to the LFP theta power. To show this 621 directly, we did several, additional simulations where we changed the synaptic 622 weight from OLM cells to the PYR cell. As an example, in Fig 9 (right) we show 623 that increasing the synaptic weight by almost an order of magnitude decreases 624 the peak power by about 20%. Estimating the number of PYR cells that contribute to the LFP 626 signal 627 It is challenging to know how many cells contribute to an extracellular recording. 628 The hippocampus has a regular cytoarchitecture with a nearly laminar, stratified 629 structure of pyramidal cells [26] . This arrangement together with pyramidal cells 630 being of similar morphologies and synaptic input profiles means that we can 631 assume that any given pyramidal cell will generate a similar electric field leading 632 to an additive effect with multiple cells in resulting LFP dipole recordings. 633 Further, for the in vitro intrinsic theta LFP generation being considered in this 634 work, the focus can be justified to the couple of synaptic pathways that we 635 explored, and incoming inputs are synchronized amplifying the additive effect. 636 To estimate how many PYR cells contribute to an extracellular LFP 637 recording in the in vitro whole hippocampus preparation, we define the 'spatial 638 reach' of the LFP as the radius around the electrode where the LFP amplitude 639 is decreased by 99%. Using our biophysical computational LFP models with 640 parameter values taken from the predicted regime, we find that the spatial reach 641 is 300 µm as measured extracellularly close to the soma since the LFP decreases 642 from 10,000 nV to 100 nV within this radius. This is shown in Fig 10 where the 643 dotted arrow represents this radius. The spatial reach estimate is done using an 644 electrode placed extracellularly close to the soma of the pyramidal cell, in 645 stratum pyramidale, since this is where maximal power is recorded (see Fig 9) . 646 Taking advantage of detailed quantitative assessment and modeling done by 647 Bezaire and colleagues [25, 27] , there are about 311,500 PYR cells in a volume of 648 0.2 mm 3 of 'stratum pyramidale' tissue (see model specifics in Fig 1 of [27] ).
649
Given our spatial reach radius estimate, a cylindrical volume of stratum 650 pyramidale would be 0.014 mm 3 or about 7% of the total number of PYR cells 651 which is about 22,000. In this way we estimate that there are about 22,000 PYR 652 cells that contribute to the LFP signal. We note that this is an upper bound, as 653 we assume correlated activity across pyramidal cells and homogeneous We estimate the size of the region an LFP electrode can 'see' using our models. PYR cell model morphology is shown with calculated signal decrease from a electrode positioned near the cell soma. The dotted arrow shows the extent of the spatial reach of the signal that is taken as a 99% decrease in the signal, and is approximately 300 µm. Parameter values used are from the predicted regime. g sb =5, g bs =5.75 nS, c sb =0.21.
Discussion
658
To a large extent, understanding brain function and coding requires that we are 659 able to understand how oscillatory LFP signals are generated [3, 28, 29] .
660
Cross-frequency coupling analyses of LFP signals has led to ideas underlying 661 learning and memory functioning [30] , and it is always important to do careful 662 analyses [31] . Further, given that particular inhibitory cell populations and 663 abnormalities in theta rhythms are associated with disease states [8] , we need to 664 consider how different cell types and pathways contribute to LFP recordings.
665
Ultimately, the challenge is to bring together LFP studies from experimental, 666 modeling and analysis perspectives. In this work, we make steps toward this 667 challenge by gaining insight into the contribution of OLM cells to theta rhythms. 668 We took advantage of an in vitro whole hippocampus preparation that 669 spontaneously expresses intrinsic theta rhythms [15] , and our previous 670 inhibitory network models developed for this experimental context [19] , to build 671 biophysical LFP models. We leveraged our LFP models to make direct 672 comparison with experimental LFP characteristics. This allowed us to predict 673 coupling parameters which in turn led us to determine OLM cells' contribution 674 to intrinsic theta LFP rhythms. 675 We showed how the extracellular theta field recorded along the cellular axis 676 of a PYR cell is affected by the magnitude of the inhibitory synaptic currents 677 inserted along its dendritic arbor. Fluctuations in the magnitude of the total 678 inhibitory input occur due to alterations in synaptic strength balances of the 679 inhibitory networks. Our models exhibited network states in which interactions 680 between OLM cells and BiCs could invert the polarity of the recorded signal and 681 produce extracellular potentials of high or low magnitude. We also distinguished 682 regimes where these cellular interactions preserved the frequency of the signal 683 versus those that led to lags or abolishments of the extracellular LFP rhythm. 684 When we applied experimental characteristics of theta frequencies and polarities 685 to our biophysical LFP models, a clear selection emerged and thus we were able 686 to predict parameter values regarding connectivities. Specifically, we found that 687 the connection probability from OLM cells to BiCs is 0.21 and that synaptic 688 conductances from OLM cells to BiCs had to be larger than 3.5 nS, and we 689 called this the predicted regime.
690
Unexpectedly, we found that this predicted regime also exhibits a robust 691 power output. That is, so long as parameter values were within the predicted 692 regime, the power did not change ( Fig 6A) , and in this regime we see that BiCs 693 are mostly silenced, BC/ACCs are significantly active while OLM cell activity 694
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19/32 decreases from high to low values as g bs increases ( Fig 2C) . By decomposing the 695 signal we revealed that OLM cell inputs minimally contributed to the LFP 696 power unlike the other cell populations (BiCs and BC/AACs or PV cells). The 697 power of the OLM cell LFP component on its own, although low, showed some 698 variation in the predicted regime (coefficient of variation or CV < 1). On the 699 other hand, the power of the PV cell LFP component was a couple of orders of 700 magnitude higher and showed more variation (CV > 1) in the predicted regime. 701 This indicates that OLM cells contribute to LFP power robustness without 702 contributing to average power whereas PV cells contribute to average power but 703 their effect is more sensitive to perturbations in OLM-BiC interactions.
704
Therefore their contribution is variable. It is however interesting to note that domain-specific synaptic integration in CA1 PYR cells [35] . In CA1 PYR cells, 740 distal and middle apical dendrites comprise two distinct dendritic domains with 741 separate branching connected by a thick apical dendrite. This cytoarchitectonic 742 separation of the cluster of distal dendrites relative to middle and proximal 743 dendrites was shown to critically reduce the effect of distal EPSCs to somatic 744 excitability [36] . The presence of a single apical dendrite with many obliques in 745 stratum radiatum caused a large shunting of EPSCs traveling from the tuft 746 dendrites to the soma. Thus we can appreciate our observation that OLM cells, 747 which target distal dendrites, minimally affected LFP power in stratum 748 pyramidale considering the limited ability of distal inhibition to reach more 749 proximal and somatic regions of the CA1 PYR where maximum power was 750 recorded. This is not just due to the distal location of these inputs but more due 751 to the cytoarchitectonic separation of the cluster of distal dendrites relative to 752 middle and proximal dendrites. This separation prohibits inhibitory inputs in 753 distal regions from effectively propagating to somatic and proximal regions of 754 CA1 PYR cells and thus being reflected in the extracellular space.
755
We can further consider our results in light of another theoretical modeling 756 study by Gidon and Segev [37] which showed that inhibitory inputs can affect 757 excitatory inputs locally and/or globally, depending on the relative locations of 758 the excitatory and inhibitory synapses. In particular this can help us 759 understand the loss of robust power in the predicted regime after removal of 760 OLM cells. The predicted regime consists of different connectivities that 761 generate different spiking patterns that give rise to fluctuations in inhibitory 762 input in different synaptic locations. First, inhibitory input hyperpolarizes the 763 membrane potential, which results in shunting of the adjacent dendritic 764 compartments. Activation of excitatory synapses within the shunted 765 compartments will thus generate smaller depolarization, compared with 766 non-shunted dendrites ("local" effect). Second, the local shunting would 767 suppress excitatory input in a nonlinear fashion at locations that are not 768 directly affected by the shunting ("global" effect). Thus, when inhibitory inputs 769 are activated simultaneously with excitatory inputs, the average (i.e., across 770 trials) evoked membrane potential within shunted dendritic compartments 771 should be smaller compared with compartments that have no inhibitory input. 772 At the same time, excitatory effects throughout the entire dendritic tree would 773 be reduced in a nonlinear fashion, and which can be quantified as the change 774 (with versus without inhibitory input) of the trial-to-trial variability of the 775 membrane potential. In our case the activation of excitatory inputs occurs in 776 regions not close by the OLM cell inhibitory inputs, thus the overall power does 777 not increase but the robustness is affected. In [37] the authors examined the 778 spread of shunt level implications using a CA1 reconstructed neuron model 779 receiving inhibition at three distinct dendritic subdomains: the basal, the apical, 780 and the oblique dendrites as innervated by inhibitory synapses. They found that 781 the shunt level spread effectively hundreds of micrometers centripetally to the 782 contact sites themselves spanning from the distal dendrites to the somatic area. 783 This observation thus shows that the somatic area is indeed influenced by Our present study was limited in terms of not considering more inhibitory cell 793 types (e.g., see [27] ) and by considering ongoing intrinsic theta rhythms since 794 theta frequency inputs were used (Fig 1) . However, our inhibitory network aspect was key in allowing us to predict parameter value sets and gain insights. 799 Theta rhythms are foremost generated due to subthreshold activity and 800 dendritic processing of synaptic inputs. Here we used a passive PYR cell model 801 as the spiking component has been shown to mainly contribute to the LFP at 802 frequencies higher than 90Hz [6] while the active voltage-gated channels that 803 have been eliminated here have also been shown to influence LFP characteristics 804 more prominently in frequencies above the theta range [38] . Thus, although the 805 presence of voltage-gated channels will influence the exact distribution of return 806 currents, we thought that it was a reasonable simplification to not include them 807 in this study.
808
Extracellular studies suggest that the main current generators of field theta 809 waves are the coherent dendritic and somatic membrane potential fluctuations of 810 the orderly aligned pyramidal cells [39] [40] [41] . Thus, distal and local ascending 811 pathways onto PYR cells can in principle contribute to extracellular LFP 812 deflections. To understand theta rhythms one needs to consider the populations 813 projecting onto the PYR cells in CA1. During in vivo behaviors, medial septum 814 and entorhinal cortical inputs onto CA1 PYR cells are prominent modulators of 815 the amplitude, phase and waveform features of theta rhythms in conjunction 816 with local inhibitory and excitatory cells. However, spatiotemporal coincidence 817 of inputs makes separation difficult and thus it is challenging to determine 818 cellular contributions to LFP recordings. As there is significant spatiotemporal 819 overlap on PYR cell dendrites across ascending pathways it would be hard to 820 disentangle the cellular composition of these pathways and assess the cellular 821 contribution to theta LFP characteristics. As shown in previous studies [42] 822 blind separation techniques such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 823 produce poor results when trying to disentangle combinations of rhythmic 824 synaptic sources with extensive spatiotemporal overlap. By focusing on intrinsic 825 theta rhythms in the in vitro whole hippocampus preparation here, we could 826 reduce the spatiotemporal overlap of different pathways and unravel the cellular 827 composition of the different pathways projecting to the PYR cell. We were thus 828 able to decipher the contribution of OLM cells to intrinsic theta rhythms. This 829 work could potentially be used as a basis to understand OLM cell contributions 830
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831
Moving forward we aim to take advantage of the insights gained here to build 832 hypothesis-driven theta generating networks. In this way, we hope to be able to 833 determine the contribution of different cell types and pathways to LFP 834 recordings that are so heavily used and interpreted in neuroscience today. This work builds on previously developed models described in [19] . Here we 838 provide a summary of specifics that are salient to the present study.
839
Inhibitory cell types and numbers, PYR cell model: The inhibitory 840 network model consists of 850 cells that represents a volume of 1 mm 3 as shown 841 to be appropriate to obtain spontaneous theta rhythms in the in vitro whole 842 hippocampus preparation [15, 19, 20] . Four different types of inhibitory cells are 843 included: basket/axo-axonic cells (BC/AACs), bistratified cells (BiCs) and population and target the distal, apical dendrites of PYR cells. As in [19] , the 849 structure of the PYR cell model is based on the one used in [43] as implemented 850 in the NEURON Simulator [44] (see ModelDB Accession number 144541). The 851 PYR cell model is used as a passive integrator of inputs from cell firings at the 852 various layers of the hippocampus, and all active, voltage-gated channel 853 conductances are set to zero. This overall network model is schematized at the 854 top of Fig 1. With the exception of basal excitatory input, it is the same as used 855 in [19] ).
856
Inhibitory cell models and drives: The inhibitory cell models are single 857 compartment, have an Izhikevich mathematical structure [45] and were 858 constructed by fitting to experimental data from whole cell patch clamp 859 recordings in the whole hippocampus preparation [19] . All of the cell model 860 parameter values are given in [19] . PV cell types are BC/AACs and BiCs, and 861 SOM cell types are OLM cells. Each cell model is driven by excitatory 862 postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) taken directly from experiment [23] during 863 ongoing spontaneous theta rhythms for PV or SOM cells. As detailed in [19] , we 864 designed the EPSCs to ensure that the inhibitory cells received 865 frequency-matched current inputs and at the same time had amplitudes and 866 peak alignments that were consistent with experiment (EPSC P V and EPSC OLM 867 examples in Fig 1 top) . Importantly, we captured the experimental variability in 868 amplitude and timing of EPSCs across cells by varying the gain (factor by which 869 the EPSC was scaled to alter the amplitude) and timing of the EPSCs across modeling work [20] . Connections between BiCs and OLM cells are known to 878 exist [17] and we previously estimated a range of values from the literature, with 879 the connection probability from BiCs to OLM cells taken as 0.64 times the 880 connection probability from OLM cells to BiCs [19] . Also from the literature, we 881 estimated synaptic conductances between OLM cell and BiCs. Although
882
OLM-BiC connections exist, their values are unclear and in our previous work 883 we specifically examined what sort of balance of parameter values would be 884 important in theta rhythms by examining a wide range of values that encompass 885 our estimates [19] . Inhibitory synapses were modeled using a first order kinetic 886 process with appropriate rise and decay time constants. For the work in this 887 paper, we use the output from the inhibitory networks. Thus, inhibitory 888 connectivities used here are the same as in [19] and are shown in Table 1 . The 889 spiking output of the inhibitory network models briefly described above were 890 computed for the range of synaptic conductance strengths and connection 891 probabilities as given in Table 1 . Specifically, these simulations were done for 5 892 seconds; the connection probability from OLM cells to BiCs (c sb ) varied from 893 0.01 to 0.33 with a step size of 0.02 producing 16 sets of connection probabilities; 894 synaptic conductance values range from 0-6 nS for OLM cells to BiCs (g sb ) and 895 for BiCs to OLM cells (g bs ). By changing g sb and g bs with a step size resolution 896 of 0.25 nS, 625 raster plots are produced. So the total number of raster plots 897 used in our study here as computed in [19] is (625 ⇥ 16) 10,000, and they are all 898 available on Open Science Framework (osf.io/vw3jh).
899
Synaptic weights and distribution onto PYR cell: Inhibitory inputs to 900 the PYR cell model were distributed in the same way as done in [19] . That is, 901 we distinguished between synapses at the distal layer (stratum 902 lacunosum-moleculare), medial and basal layers (stratum radiatum and oriens), 903 and the perisomatic/somatic layer (stratum pyramidale). Distal synapses were 904 defined as those that were > 475µm from the soma; apical and basal synapses 905 are defined as those that were 50 375µm from the soma; perisomatic/somatic 906 synapses are defined as those which were < 30µm from the soma. synaptic event with exponential rise and decay, that is triggered by presynaptic 919 spikes, and has a specific weight that determines its synaptic strength, and an 920 inhibitory reversal potential of -85 mV, as measured in the whole hippocampus 921 preparation. Synaptic weight values onto the PYR cell from the different cell 922 populations were estimated using somatic IPSC values for OLM cells onto PYR 923 cells [46] . As these synaptic weights are not clearly known, we used two different 924 synaptic weight profiles in the explorations of our previous work [19] . One profile 925 in which the synaptic weights were all the same (0.00067 µS) as estimated from 926 the OLM cells IPSC currents, and another profile that was graded such that the 927 different cell types led to similar somatic IPSC amplitudes. Finally, we note that 928 in our previous work [19] we used an ad-hoc representation for LFPs which was 929 an inverted summation of all integrated inputs as measured at the PYR cell For the study here, inhibitory inputs were distributed in the same way as in [19] , 934 and we used graded synaptic weights for the bulk of our simulations -these 935 values are shown in Table 1 . However, other values were also explored. In [19] 936 we used the literature to estimate that synaptic conductances between OLM 937 cells and BiCs are 3-4 nS, and Bezaire et al [27] used 10 synapses/connection as 938 estimates in their detailed data-driven computational models. This implies that 939 a single synapse would be 0.3-0.4 nS, representing an approximate minimum 940 connection weight.
941
As direct comparisons were made with theta LFP experimental recordings, it 942 was important to include excitatory input to the PYR cell model. Thus we also 943 included excitation due to CA1 recurrent collaterals which synapse on basal 944 dendrites [24] . As noted in [19] , excitatory feedback was not included in a direct 945 fashion as we were focused on ongoing theta rhythms and OLM-BiC interactions, 946 and not theta generation mechanisms explicitly, and we did not explicitly model 947 excitatory cell populations as we did for inhibitory cell populations. This means 948 that we do not have spike rasters for excitatory populations as we do for the 949 inhibitory cell populations. Rather than generate an arbitrary set of spike times 950 to simulate excitatory inputs, we used spike times from a BiC raster (g sb =3.75, 951 g bs =1.75 nS) in which the neuron order was randomized, and comparable 952 synaptic weights were used. Using these random spike trains we generated spike 953 vectors exactly as in the case of interneurons and randomly distributed them on 954 basal dendrites using 197 synapses based on number estimates from [25, 27] . In 955 this way, we did not have a spatiotemporal dominance of inhibitory or 956 excitatory input in basal dendrites. We used an excitatory reversal potential of 957 -15 mV as measured in the whole hippocampus preparation, and synaptic time 958 constants in line with our modeling work [47] . In essence, we simulated EPSCs 959 using random spike trains of theta frequency instead of explicitly modeling 960 pyramidal cell spiking activity. We note that with these choices, somatically 961 recorded currents in our PYR cell models are similar to what is observed in 962 experiments [23] . All parameter values are summarized in Table 1 .
963
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We note that the inhibitory cell spike rasters used from our previous 964 study [19] used random connectivities between the different inhibitory cell 965 populations. Let us consider that a given set of parameters (c sb , g sb , g bs ) defines 966 a connectivity map. Each cell within a given population is randomly assigned a 967 synaptic location within the boundaries of the dendritic tree on which it 968 projects. Based on a given connectivity map the spiking activity of the various 969 cell populations will differ. Therefore the characteristics of the produced 970 biophysical LFP will depend on the spike distribution of a given population 971 defined by the connectivity map and also the number and location of synapses 972 on the dendritic tree. To ensure that our LFP output was not dependent on the 973 specific synaptic location that every cell was assigned to, we generalized our 974 observations by performing many trials for a given connectivity map (that had a 975 given connection probability and synaptic conductance values), assigning 976 randomly different location to the cells of each population to ensure that the 977 LFP output was not dependent on that aspect. The effect of not having the 978 same, exact spatial location of synapses can be specifically observed when our 979 LFP model was decomposed to only have OLM cell inputs ( Fig 6B) . Here, when 980 g bs = 0, the LFP power should be the same, but it is not because the spatial 981 location of OLM cell to PYR cell synapses are not identical. Since the overall 982 power is much less than when only PV cell inputs are present and there is alot 983 of space for currents to exit, the non-exact spatial location of OLM cell synapses 984 is apparent in the resultant peak power not being exactly the same when g bs = 0. 985 This is unlike the case when only PV cells inputs are present ( Fig 6C) and when 986 g sb = 0. The LFP power is the same even though the spatial locations for PV 987 cell synapses are not exactly the same. Here, there are more inputs in a smaller 988 spatial region so that not having the exact same spatial location does not have 989 observable effects on the peak power.
990
Biophysical computation of LFP 991 Extracellular potentials are generated by transmembrane currents [48] . In the 992 commonly used volume conductor theory, also used here, the extracellular 993 medium is modeled as a smooth three-dimensional continuum with 994 transmembrane currents representing volume current sources. The fundamental 995 formula relating neural activity in an infinite volume conductor to the 996 generation of the LFP w(t) at a position r is given by [18] .
997
(r, t) = 1 4⇡ n X k=1 I k (t) |r r k | (1) 998 Here I k denotes the transmembrane current (including the capacitive current) 999 in a neural compartment k positioned at r k , and the extracellular conductivity, 1000 here assumed real (ohmic), isotropic (same in all directions) and homogeneous 1001 (same at all positions), is denoted by . In the hippocampus the mean 1002 extracellular conductivity is equal to 0.3Sm 1 [49] which is the value that we 1003 have used for our simulations. A key feature of Equation 1 is that it is linear, 1004
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i.e., the contributions to the LFP from the various compartments in a neuron 1005 sum up. Likewise the contributions from all the neurons in a population add up 1006 linearly. The transmembrane currents I k setting up the extracellular potentials 1007 according to Equation 1 are calculated by means of standard multi-compartment 1008 modeling techniques, here by use of the simulation tool NEURON [44] . The 
